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We report a polarized fluorescence recovery after photobleaching~pFRAP! method to measure the
rotational dynamics of fluorescent colloids over a wide dynamic range. The method is based on the
polarization anisotropy in the fluorescence intensity, generated by bleaching of fluorescently labeled
particles with an intense pulse of linearly polarized laser light. The rotational mobilities of the
fluorescent particles can be extracted from the relaxation kinetics of the postbleach fluorescence
polarization anisotropy. Our pFRAP setup has access to correlation times over a range of time scales
from tens of microseconds to tens of seconds, and is highly sensitive, so very low concentrations of
labeled particles can be probed. We present a detailed description of the theoretical background of
pFRAP. The performance of the equipment is demonstrated for fluorescent colloidal silica spheres,
dispersed in pure solvents as well as in fd-virus suspensions. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1644799#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many experimental studies have been done concerning
translational diffusion in concentrated colloidal suspensions,
using dynamic light scattering, fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching, and nuclear magnetic resonance.1 Rotational
diffusion of colloidal spheres, on the other hand, has re-
ceived far less attention, partly because options to measure
the reorientation of spherical particles are limited. In order to
observe the rotational diffusion of a sphere, it needs to have
some tag that permits monitoring of its orientation. The first
observations of rotational diffusion of colloidal particles
were performed by Perrin, who made big spheres~13 mm
diameter! out of mastic and gamboge gum with small inclu-
sions of alcohol.2 This method was successfully used to de-
termine Avogadro’s number using the Stokes–Einstein–
Debye relation@Eq. ~1!#, but its applicability is limited by the
optical resolution of the microscope. Nowadays the best-
known technique to measure rotational diffusion is depolar-
ized dynamic light scattering~DDLS!, which requires opti-
cally anisotropic colloidal tracer spheres.3 Although this
technique has a wide dynamic range, its applicability is re-
stricted because optically anisotropic spheres are scarcely
available. Furthermore, DDLS requires optically matched
colloidal systems. These limitations prompted us to initiate
the use of time-resolved phosphorescence anisotropy~TPA!
for colloids,4–7 a technique widely used for studying reori-
entational motions of biological molecules such as muscle

proteins.8 In a TPA experiment, a polarized light pulse
~pump! creates an anisotropic subset of excited-state fluoro-
phores with absorption dipole moments along the polariza-
tion direction. Subsequently, the polarization of the phospho-
rescence emitted from the excited state decay is monitored.

TPA can be done on fluorophore labeled colloidal par-
ticles such as silica spheres, which are much easier to syn-
thesize than the optically anisotropic particles needed for
DDLS.4 An added advantage of TPA is that it can be applied
even when the system is somewhat opaque.5,7 A major draw-
back of TPA, however, is that the maximum accessible ex-
perimental time scale is limited to at most a few ms owing to
the finite lifetime of the excited~triplet! state of the dyes.
Given the cubic dependence of the rotational diffusion coef-
ficient on the tracer particle radiusaT , according to

D0
r 5

kBT

8ph0aT
3

, ~1!

only a limited range of particle sizes~up to ca. 100 nm! can
therefore be measured with TPA. In Eq.~1!, h0 is the solvent
viscosity andkBT is the thermal energy. This limitation mo-
tivated us to employ another technique from the field of
biomolecules9–13 to colloids, namely polarized fluorescence
after photobleaching~pFRAP!.

pFRAP is a so-calledpump-and-probetechnique.9–13An
anisotropic distribution of unbleached ground-state fluoro-
phores is created by a strong polarized bleach pulse~pump!
and its orientational relaxation is probed by a much attenu-
ated polarized excitation beam~probe!. A similar pump-and-
probe method is forced Rayleigh scattering~FRS!, where a
refractive index grating is created by means of an interfer-
ence pattern, from which grating scattered intensities are
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measured.14 FRAP ~and FRS! is applicable to time scales
from tens of microseconds up to seconds or more, in contrast
to pump-onlytechniques like TPA. pFRAP can be applied
even to large particles and/or to very concentrated colloidal
suspensions with slow particle dynamics, as we will demon-
strate in this paper. The fluorescently labeled tracer particles
needed for pFRAP, like those needed for TPA, are relatively
easy to synthesize.

Like TPA, pFRAP was originally introduced in the
1980’s in a biological context, namely for studying rotational
diffusion of lipids in membranes.9 pFRAP was since then
also applied to proteins in biological membranes,11–13 DNA
fragments,10 and tested on dilute dispersions of latex
spheres.11 In all these cases an epifluorescence microscope
geometry was used. Recently, a modified table-top setup was
used by Cicerone and Ediger15,16 to study reorientation of
molecular probes in glass-forming materials. Our setup com-
bines features of the two types of setups. Following Cicerone
and Ediger,15,16 we use a specific experimental geometry
which ensures that the absorption dipole autocorrelation
function is measured, simplifying interpretation of the data
compared to the microscope geometry used elsewhere.10–13

Like Axelrod,13 we employ short, nanosecond bleach pulses
from a pulsed laser and a weak continuous probe beam from
a second laser. This allows to study very short, submilli-
second, time scale reorientations. In most previous studies
the bleach and probe beams originated from the same cw
laser and the intensity was modulated by a photoelastic
modulator16 or an acousto-optic modulator,11,12giving bleach
pulses of milliseconds or more.

The layout of this article is as follows. Section II con-
tains a theoretical treatment of the pFRAP method. Our for-
malism is more general than that used elsewhere,9,11,17–20

which has the advantage that it can be applied both to iso-
tropic and aligned phases of spherical and nonspherical par-
ticles. We will explain the choice of the experimental geo-
metry and the relation of the measured correlation functions
to the rotational diffusion of the dye-labeled colloids. Section
III describes the pFRAP experimental setup in some detail
and also introduces the fluorescently labeled tracer colloids.
In Sec. IV the performance of the pFRAP setup is demon-
strated. The influence of experimental parameters like the
bleach and probe intensity and the choice of the dye mol-
ecule are discussed. We compare TPA and pFRAP measure-
ments on the same eosin-labeled silica tracer spheres. The
large dynamic range of pFRAP is demonstrated through
measurements of the free rotational diffusion of small colloi-
dal silica spheres (aT572 nm) at infinite dilution as well as
the hindered rotational diffusion of silica spheres in a con-
centrated dispersion of fd virus rods. Finally, Sec. V contains
a summary and conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Principle of polarized FRAP

The FRAP experiment is apump-and-probemethod. A
short intense bleach pulse at timet50 irreversibly quenches
the fluorescence of a fraction of the exposed fluorophores by
a photochemical reaction. The bleach therebypumpsan en-

semble of fluorophores from the electronic ground state into
a permanent nonfluorescent state. The weak continuous
probe~or reading! beam subsequently excites the remaining
fluorophores from the ground state to the first excited state.
The probe beam thusprobesthe number of molecules that is
available in the ground state. The excited state fluorophores
relax to the ground state on emitting a fluorescent photon.
After the bleach pulse, bleached colloids in the focus of the
probe beam will exchange via translational diffusion with
unbleached colloids outside. This process gives rise to a re-
covery of the fluorescence intensity. When unpolarized
bleach and probe beams are used, the fluorescence recovery
contains information only on the translational dynamics of
the fluorescent particles. Instead, when linearly polarized
bleach and probe beams are used, the fluorescence recovery
additionally reflects the reorientational dynamics of the fluo-
rophores. A linearly polarized bleach pulse creates an aniso-
tropic distribution of bleached~and unbleached! fluoro-
phores, leading to polarization of the excitation process. The
polarization anisotropy of the excitation process as probed
with a linearly polarized probe beam is gradually lost due to
orientational relaxation of the anisotropic ground-state distri-
bution.

In a pFRAP experiment three polarization directions are
relevant. The polarization directions of the bleach and probe
beams will be denoted by the unit vectorsB̂ and Â, respec-
tively. The fluorescence emission is observed through a po-
larizing filter with an orientation denoted asÊ. Later, we will
specify the experimental geometry.

The fluorescence intensityI (t) measured in a pFRAP
experiment is given by

I ~ t !5A~ t !CexpE dVE dV0E drE dr0

3R~r0 ,V0!R~B̂,V,r ;tur0 ,V0!PA~V!PE~V!,

~2!

where the integration ranges over the orientations and posi-
tions of all ground-state dye molecules within the sample
volumeV illuminated by the probe beam. The constantCexp

is a product of the label’s quantum efficiencies for photon
absorption and emission and the detection efficiency.
R(B̂,V,r ;tur0 ,V0) is the conditional probability density
function ~pdf! for dye molecules in the ground state at timet
to have positionsr and orientationsV following a pump
pulse att50 polarized alongB̂, given that they had posi-
tions r0 and orientationsV0 at t50. R(r0 ,V0) is the equi-
librium pdf that the dye molecules have positionsr0 and
orientationsV0 at t50. In an isotropic system a molecule
can be found with equal probability at any given orientation
and position, so thatR(r0 ,V0)51/(8p2V).

The orientationsV are expressed in terms of the three
Euler anglesa, b, andg, as explained in Fig. 1. The fluores-
cence intensity at timet is proportional to the probability
PA(V) of absorption of a probe photon with polarizationÂ
at timet, and the probabilityPE(V) of emission of a photon
with polarizationÊ at time t. We ignore any delay between
photon absorption and subsequent emission, which is justi-
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fied by the short~order ns! fluorescence lifetime compared to
the experimental time scale of ms to seconds. Finally,A(t) in
Eq. ~2! accounts for the return of reversibly bleached mol-
ecules to the ground state. Apart from irreversible pho-
tobleaching, slowly reversible processes17 like triplet forma-
tion may occur.

The bleach changes the pdf of ground-state fluorophores
from its initial time-independent distributionR(V,r ) to an
anisotropic distributionR(B̂,V,r ;tur0 ,V0) that depends on
B̂

R~B̂,V,r ;tur0 ,V0!5R~V,r ,tur0 ,V0!@12PB~V0!#,
~3!

wherePB(V0) is the probability that a molecule is bleached
at time t50. It is assumed that the bleach pulse is infinitesi-
mally short, so bleaching is instantaneous on the time scale
of molecular reorientation. Insertion of Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2!
gives

I ~ t !}I ~2 !2A~ t !E dr0E dV0 R~r ,V0!PB~V0!

3E drE dV R~V,r ;tuV0 ,r0!PA~V!PE~V!, ~4!

whereI (2) is the steady-state fluorescence in absence of a
bleach pulse. From here on we will consider thebleach con-
trast

DI ~ t !5I ~ t !2I ~2 !, ~5!

i.e., the difference between the recovered intensity after the
pulse and the prebleach intensity. Note thatDI (t) is nega-
tive.

The probabilities of bleaching, photon absorption, and
fluorescence emission for a given fluorophore depend on its
orientationV in the laboratory frame, i.e., its orientation with
respect toB̂, Â, and Ê, respectively. Each fluorophore has
absorption and emission transition dipole moments that give
the directions of the polarization of the photon for which the
probability of absorption or emission is maximal. They are
characterized by unit vectorsm̂A andm̂E in the frame of the

molecule, which are rarely colinear.21 In the case of
rhodamine, the angle betweenm̂A and m̂B is 23°.22 The di-
rection of the absorption dipole moment depends on the
wavelength of excitation. When the probe and bleach beams
have the same wavelength, the corresponding absorption di-
pole momentsm̂A and m̂B are identical. In our experiments
the wavelengths of the probe~514.5 nm! and bleach~532
nm! beams are somewhat different, but still within the same
excitation band for rhodamine.22 The probabilityPA that a
fluorophore absorbs a photon with polarizationÂ produced
by the probe beam is proportional to

PA~V!}um̂A~V!•Âu2. ~6a!

The probability that a fluorophore emits a photon with a
polarizationÊ is proportional to

PE~V!}um̂E~V!•Êu2. ~6b!

The probabilityPB that a fluorophore is bleached by a pho-
ton with polarizationB̂ produced by the bleach beam is
given by PB(V0)512exp@2Kum̂B(V0)•B̂u2#, assuming a
first-order bleaching reaction.18 The parameterK5CbI bDtb

is proportional to the bleach pulse intensityI b and duration
Dtb with a proportionality constantCb that relates to the
efficiency of the bleaching process.11 In the case of shallow
bleaches (K51)

PB~V0!>Kum̂B~V0!•B̂u2. ~6c!

This cos2 distribution implies a cylindrically symmetric pdf
R(B̂,V,r ;t) aboutB̂ at each position in the illuminated area.
In the case of deep bleaches the distributionPB widens but
retains cylindrical symmetry.

As seen in Eq.~4!, the time dependence of the fluores-
cence recovery is determined by the evolution of the pdf,
which contains both translationaland rotational diffusion.
The contribution of translational diffusion to the fluorescence
recovery depends on the spatial extension of the bleach pat-
tern, i.e., the size of the bleached spot~or the fringe spacing
if a grating is bleached!, relative to the root-mean-squared
displacementM (t r)5^ur (t)2r (0)u2&1/2 of the particles. The
translational diffusion contribution is eliminated when the
gradient in the concentration of unbleached particles,¹C(r ),
is negligible on the length scale set by the mean-square dis-
placementM (t r) of the colloidal particle during its typical
rotational diffusion timet r . The mean-square displacement
is typically of the order of the particle dimensions. For in-
stance, in the case of noninteracting spherical particles,
M (t r) during a timet r51/6D0

r is close to the particle ra-
dius,aT ,

M ~t r !5A6D0
t t r5A 4

3aT , ~7!

whereD0
t 5kBT/(6ph0aT) is the translational diffusion co-

efficient. In the more general case of anisotropic diffusion,
M (t r) is dominated by the fastest component of the diffu-
sion. If the spatial extension of the bleach pattern is much
larger than the particle dimensions, as will be assumed from
here on, the contribution of translational diffusion to the

FIG. 1. The coordinate frame used for deriving the pFRAP theory. The
orientationsV of the dye molecules are characterized by the three Euler
angles,V[~a,b,g!.
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fluorescence recovery is negligible, so that
R(B̂,V,r ;tuV0 ,r0) in Eq. ~4! can be set equal to
R(B̂,V;tuV0).

Inserting Eqs.~6a!–~c! into Eqs.~4! and~5! leads to the
following expression for the bleach contrast:

DI ~ t !5
1

8p2
A~ t !Cexp̂ uÂ•m̂Au t

2uÊ•m̂Eu t
2uB̂•m̂Bu0

2&, ~8!

where the angular brackets denote an average over all dye
molecule orientations. We assumed that the volumes in the
sample illuminated by the bleach and probe beams are iden-
tical. Unless the bleach and probe beams originate from the
same laser, this is generally not true. However, if the focus
volume of the probe is smaller than that of the bleach, as is
the case in our setup~see Sec. III A!, Eq. ~8! remains
unchanged.17

B. Extracting rotational dynamics from the pFRAP
anisotropy

Equation~8! for the bleach contrast contains the time-
dependent anglesVAmA

, VEmB
, and VBmB

of the transition
dipole moments with the laboratory frame. We are ultimately
interested, however, in the orientational dynamics of the col-
loidal particle, that is, in the time-dependent orientationVDB

of the colloid in the laboratory frame.VDB is the angle of the
director D̂ of the colloidal particle with the bleach beam
direction~i.e., the laboratory frame!. In the following we will
rewrite Eq.~8! in terms of a correlation function forVDB(t)
by a series of coordinate frame rotations. This will be accom-
plished by employing the Wigner rotation matrices
Dmn

, (abg), also known as the generalized spherical func-
tions or D functions.23 The matrix elementsDmn

, of the
Wigner functions are given explicitly by

Dmn
, ~abg!5exp$ ima%dmn

, ~b!exp$ ing%, ~9!

with ,50,1,2,...; m,n52,,...,1,. The real functions
dmn

, (b)5Dmn
, (0b0), which represent a rotation ofb about

the y axis, are given by

dmn
, ~b!5A~,1m!! ~,2m!! ~,1n!! ~,2n!!

3(
k

~2 !k~cosb/2!2,1m2n22k~sinb/2!2k2m1n

@~,1m2k!! ~,2n2k!!k! ~k2m1n!! #
,

~10!

where the summation runs over values ofk for which the
arguments of the factorials in the denominator are positive.
For the pFRAP theory only the explicit forms of the Wigner
rotation matrices of index,52 are needed, which are tabu-
lated in Table I. We will furthermore use the closure relation

P2~bAC!5 (
m522

2

D0m
2 ~VAB!Dm0

2 ~VBC!, ~11!

whereP2(bAC) is the second-order Legendre polynomial

P2~bAC!5 1
2~3 cos2~bAC!21!5 1

2~3uÂ•Ĉu221!. ~12!

Rewriting Eq.~8! with the help of Eq.~12! results in

DI ~ t !/~A~ t !Cexp!}8^P2~bAmA

t !P2~bEmE

t !P2~bBmB

0 !&

14^P2~bAmA

t !P2~bEmE

t !&

14^P2~bAmA

t !P2~bBmB

0 !&

14^P2~bEmE

t !P2~bBmB

0 !&

12^P2~bAmA

t !&12^P2~bEmE

t !&

12^P2~bBmB

0 !&11. ~13!

The measured anglesVAmA
, VEmE

, and VBmB
are next re-

solved into separate components using the closure relation,
Eq. ~11!

P2~bAmA

t !5 (
m,n,o522

2

D0m
2 ~VAB!Dmn

2 ~VBD
t !Dno

2 ~VDM
t !

3Do0
2 ~VMmA

!, ~14a!

P2~bEmE

t !5 (
m,n,o522

2

D0m
2 ~VEB!Dmn

2 ~VBD
t !Dno

2 ~VDM
t !

3Do0
2 ~VMmE

!, ~14b!

P2~bBmB

0 !5 (
m,n522

2

D0m
2 ~VBD

0 !Dmn
2 ~VDM

0 !Dn0
2 ~VMmB

!.

~14c!

In Eqs. ~14a!–~c! we can distinguish time-dependent and
time-independent angles. We have the time-independentex-
perimental anglesVAB andVEB of the probe and emission
polarization directions in the laboratory frame, i.e., with re-
spect to the bleach polarization direction. Additionally, we
have time-independentmolecular properties, namely the
anglesVMmA

, VMmE
, andVMmB

of the transition dipole mo-
ments in the frame of the molecule. The time-dependent
angles are the orientationVBD of thecolloid in the lab frame
and the orientationVDM of the fluorophores inside the col-
loids. VBD is time dependent due to rotational Brownian
motion of the colloid, whileVDM is time dependent due to
wobbling of the fluorophores inside the colloid. In the fol-
lowing we will evaluate first the time-independent contribu-
tions and next the time-dependent ones.

The absorption and fluorescence dipole moments are
situated in the plane of the fluorescent molecule.22 This im-
plies that the Wigner rotation matrices forVMmA

, VMmE
, and

VMmB
are independent ofg

Do0
2 ~VMmA

!5Do0
2 ~VMmA

!do0

5D00
2 ~VMmA

!do0

5P2~bMmA
!do0 , ~15!

TABLE I. Wigner rotation matricesDmn
, (abg) of index ,52 ~Ref. 23!.

D00
2 (b) (3 cos2 b21)/2[P2(b)

D061
2 (bg) A3/2 sinb cosb exp$7ig%

D062
2 (bg) A3/8 sin2 b exp$72ig%

D262
2 (abg) exp$72ia%@(16cosb)/2#2exp$72ig%
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wheredn0 is the Kronecker delta. The same can be written
for Do0

2 (VMmE
) andDn0

2 (VMmB
). Inserting Eq.~15! into Eq.

~14! gives

P2~bAmA

t !5P2~bMmA
! (
m,n522

2

D0m
2 ~VAB!

3Dmn
2 ~VBD

t !Dn0
2 ~VDM

t !, ~16a!

P2~bEmE

t !5P2~bMmE
! (
m,n522

2

D0m
2 ~VEB!

3Dmn
2 ~VBD

t !Dn0
2 ~VDM

t !, ~16b!

P2~bBmB

0 !5P2~bMmB
! (
m522

2

D0m
2 ~VBD

0 !Dm0
2 ~VDM

0 !.

~16c!

The anglesbMmA
and bMmE

can be experimentally deter-
mined by angle-resolved fluorescence depolarization mea-
surements on immobilized molecules in uniaxially stretched
polymer films.22

The experimental geometry is generally chosen to elimi-
nate the polarization dependence of the fluorescence emis-
sion,D0m

2 (VEB), or the absorption,D0m
2 (VAB). In the theo-

retical paper of Wegener17 on pFRAP various possible
geometries are specified. In this work we opt for the geom-
etry sketched in Fig. 2, for which the polarization depen-
dence of the emission will vanish. The bleach and probe
beams are directed along thex axis, and the fluorescence is
detected at right angles to the incoming beams using small-
angle collection optics. The sample is contained in a cuvette

placed in the origin. Now, to reduce the emission polariza-
tion dependence we note thatD0m

2 (VEB) is independent ofg,
so that

D0m
2 ~VEB!5D0m

2 ~VEB!dm0

5D00
2 ~VEB!dm0

5P2~bEB!dm0 . ~17!

The termP2(bEB)5(3 cos2 bEB21)/2 reduces to zero when
bEB is 54.7°. This is achieved when the polarization of the
bleach beamB̂ is kept fixed at an angleb545° from the
vertical, while the emission is observed through a polarizing
filter along Ê, oriented atb535.3° from the vertical. The
probe beam is then switched between two polarization
modes ofÂ, namely parallel toB̂ (b545°) or perpendicular
to B̂ (b5245°) ~see Fig. 2!.

The geometry sketched in Fig. 2 thus ensures that the
fluorescence emission is collected without polarization bias
so that the FRAP signal depends only on the absorption di-
pole orientations. In contrast, the epi-illumination micros-
copy geometry11 often used for pFRAP involves horizontal
probe and emission directions, the bleach beam is switched
between horizontal and vertical, and the fluorescence is ob-
served by a finite aperture objective along the optical axis of
the excitation beam. In this case the fluorescence detection is
biased and the fluorescence depolarization depends at the
same time on the absorption and emission dipole orienta-
tions. Accordingly, there will be an additional higher-order
rotational relaxation contribution to the anisotropy that de-
cays at a faster rate.11 An alternative way to eliminate the
D0m

2 (VEB) dependence is to collect all emitted photons with-
out bias using 2p or 4p collection optics.18

As stated above, the fluorescence intensity is measured
under two experimental conditions, namelyÂiB̂ and Â'B̂.
We will denote the corresponding bleach contrasts asDI i(t)
andDI'(t), respectively. When the bleach and probe polar-
izations are parallel,D0m

2 (VAB)[P2(bAB)dm0 is equal to
D0m

2 (VAB)[dm0(cos(bAB)51). When the bleach and probe
polarizations are mutually perpendicular,D0m

2 (VAB)
[2(1/2)dm0 . The Legendre polynomialP2(VAmA

t ) in Eq.

~14a! now has the following form:

P2~bAmA

t !5P2~bMmA
! (
m522

2

D0m
2 ~VBD

t !Dm0
2 ~VDM

t !,

in the caseÂiB̂, ~18a!

P2~bAmA

t !52 1
2P2~bMmA

! (
m522

2

D0m
2 ~VBD

t !Dm0
2 ~VDM

t !,

in the caseÂ'B̂. ~18b!

For convenience, we will use the closure relation to tempo-
rarily make the replacements

P2~bBM
t !5 (

m522

2

D0m
2 ~VBD

t !Dm0
2 ~VDM

t !, ~19a!

FIG. 2. Sketch of the experimental geometry. The sample is located at the
origin, the incoming bleach and probe beams travel along thex axis, fluo-
rescence is detected along they axis, and thez axis is the vertical direction.
The bleach beam (B̂) is linearly polarized at an angleb545°, the probe
beam (Â) is linearly polarized withb5645°, and the fluorescence emission
passes through a linear polarizer (Ê) at an angleb535.3° with thez axis
and an angle of 54.7° with thex axis. The inset cube in the lower right-hand
corner shows that both the angle betweenB̂ and Ê and that between thex
axis andÊ equals 54.7°.
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P2~bBM
0 !5 (

m522

2

D0m
2 ~VBD

0 !Dm0
2 ~VDM

0 !, ~19b!

in Eq. ~18! for P2(bAmA

t ) and Eq.~16c! for P2(bBmB

0 ), re-

spectively. Note that the ensemble averages^P2(bBM
t )& and

^P2(bBM
0 )& are equal and time independent, since we study

equilibrium systems.
Summarizing, all contributions to the bleach contrast

containing P2(bEmE

t ) vanish, while for P2(bAmA

t ) and

P2(bBmB

0 ) we can use Eqs.~18! and Eq.~16c!, respectively.

Inserting these contributions into Eq.~13! gives the follow-
ing parallel and perpendicular bleach contrasts:

DI i~ t !/~A~ t !Cexp!54P2~bMmA
!P2~bMmB

!

3^P2~bBM
t !P2~bBM

0 !&

1@2P2~bMmA
!12P2~bMmB

!#

3^P2~bBM!&11, ~20a!

DI'~ t !/~A~ t !Cexp!522P2~bMmA
!P2~bMmB

!

3^P2~bBM
t !P2~bBM

0 !&

1@2P2~bMmA
!12P2~bMmB

!#

3^P2~bBM!&11. ~20b!

The bleach contrasts are time dependent due to a combina-
tion of reversible bleaching@as contained inA(t)] and rota-
tional dynamics of the fluorophores. These contributions can
be separated by introducing the total bleach contrast

DI tot~ t !5DI i~ t !12DI'~ t !

5A~ t !Cexp@6P2~bMmB
!^P2~bBM!&13#, ~21!

and the anisotropy

r ~ t !5
DI i~ t !2DI'

DI tot~ t !
5

2P2~bmAmB
!^P2~bBM

t !P2~bBM
0 !&1P2~bMmA

!^P2~bBM!&

2P2~bMmB
!^P2~bBM!&11

, ~22!

where we have used the closure relation to write
P2(bmAmB

)5P2(bMmA
)P2(bMmB

).

Equation ~22! resembles the anisotropy measured in
pump-only luminescence experiments such as TPA.4–7,24

There are two important differences, though. In Eq.~22! the
term P2(bmAmB

)5P2(bMmA
)P2(bMmB

) relates two absorp-

tion dipole moments, which are identical when the bleach
and probe beams have the same wavelength. In thepump-
only case an equivalent term relates the absorption and emis-
sion dipole moments which are generally not parallel, par-
ticularly in the case of TPA.5 The second difference between
pump-onlyand pump–probe techniques is that the denomi-
nator ofr (t) for thepump-onlycase is the total luminescence
intensity, whereas for pFRAP it is the total bleach contrast,
DI tot(t). Accordingly, the time window forpump-onlyexperi-
ments such as TPA is limited by the luminescence lifetime.
The time dependence of the total bleach contrast, on the
other hand, is determined solely by reversible photobleach-
ing processes17 such as triplet formation, as long as transla-
tional diffusion is negligible on the experimental time scale.
pFRAP measurements can therefore be extended to much
longer time scales than TPA measurements.

C. pFRAP on fluorophore-labeled colloids

The time dependence of the anisotropy is fully deter-
mined by the rotational dynamics of the fluorophores, con-
tained in the contribution

^P2~bBM
t !P2~bBM

0 !&

5 (
m522

2

(
n522

2

^^D0m
2 ~VBD

t !Dm0
2 ~VDM

t !D0n
2 ~VBD

0 !

3Dn0
2 ~VDM

0 !&&, ~23!

where we have inserted the closure relation Eq.~19! for
P2(bBM

t ). The rotational dynamics of the fluorophores has
two contributions, namely rotation due to overall rotation of
the carrier colloid~described byVBD

t ) and due to wobbling
of the fluorophores inside the colloid~described byVDM

t ). In
general, the molecular motion of the dye inside the colloid is
orders of magnitude faster than the overall tumbling motion
of the particle. It is therefore acceptable to factorize the cor-
relation function in Eq.~23! into a correlation function for
VBD

t and one forVDM
t

^P2~bBM
t !P2~bBM

0 !&

5 (
n522

2

(
m522

2

^D0m
2 ~VBD

t !D0n
2 ~VBD

0 !&

3^Dm0
2 ~VDM

t !Dn0
2 ~VDM

0 !&. ~24!

The separation of time scales between the internal motion of
the dye and the overall tumbling of the colloid further im-
plies that on the colloidal time scale (1023– 100 s), the fluo-
rophore has fully explored the space available to it inside the
colloid. Accordingly, the orientationsVDM at timet and time
t50 are to a good approximation fully decorrelated on the
time scale of the pFRAP experiment

^Dm0
2 ~VDM

t !Dn0
2 ~VDM

0 !&>^Dm0
2 ~VDM

t !&^Dn0
2 ~VDM

0 !&.
~25!
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The two averages on the right-hand side of Eq.~25! are equal
for an equilibrium system. Insertion of Eq.~25! into ~24!
gives

^P2~bBM
t !P2~bBM

0 !&5 (
n522

2

(
m522

2

^Dm0
2 ~VDM !&

3^Dn0
2 ~VDM !&

3^D0m
2 ~VBD

t !D0n
2 ~VBD

0 !&. ~26!

When the distribution of fluorophores inside the colloids is
cylindrically ~or spherically! symmetric, the equilibrium av-
erage in Eq.~26! is taken over a pdf that is independent ofa,
so Dm0

2 (VDM) and Dn0
2 (VDM) can be set equal to

P2(bDM)dm0 and P2(bDM)dn0 , respectively. Equation~24!
thus transforms to

^P2~bBM
t !P2~bBM

0 !&5CDM^P2~VBD
t !P2~VBD

0 !&, ~27!

whereCDM5^P2(bDM)&2P@0,1# is a constant that depends
on the mobility of the fluorophore inside the colloid. When
the dye can freely reorient,CDM is zero on the time scale of
pFRAP and consequently the anisotropyr (t) is zero. Ac-
cordingly, rotational diffusion of labeled colloids can only be
measured when the labels are rigidly anchored in the particle.
The rapid motion of a fluorophore at its binding site is often
treated within a model of isotropic wobbling in a cone.10,11,17

The wobbling motion and limiting valueCDM can be mea-
sured with time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy
measurements.5

At t50 the correlation function̂P2(VBD
t )P2(VBD

0 )& re-
duces to24

^P2~VBD
0 !P2~VBD

0 !&5 1
51 2

7^P2~bBD!&1 18
35^P4~bBD!&,

~28!

so that the anisotropy att50 is given by

r 05
2P2~bmAmB

!CDM$ 1
51 2

7^P2~bBD!&1 18
35^P4~bBD!&%1ACDMP2~bMmA

!^P2~bBD!&

2ACDMP2~bMmB
!^P2~bBD!&11

. ~29!

The initial anisotropyr 0 thus depends on the orientation of
the absorption dipole moment with respect to the dye, the
orientation of the dye with respect to the colloid, and the
ordering of the colloids. There are also several experimental
factors that affectr 0 . When the bleach pulse is deep, the
ground-state population becomes depleted for those mol-
ecules whose absorption dipole moments are parallel to the
bleach polarizationB̂. Accordingly, the distribution of
bleached molecules is broader than the cos2 distribution in
Eq. ~6c!.17,18,20 Such saturation effects are expected to be-
come more important when shorter, more intense bleach
pulses are used.20 If the probe beam intersects regions of the
sample not illuminated by the pump probe, the fluorescence
signal will contain some unwanted background. For shallow
bleaches, i.e., to first order in K, the anisotropy is indepen-
dent of the degree of overlap of the pump and probe beams,
but for deep bleaches the anisotropy is reduced by incom-
plete overlap of the pump and probe beams.17 We ignored
any contributions of scattering to the anisotropy, which de-
crease the anisotropy when multiple scattering occurs.25

D. pFRAP for colloidal spheres

In the case of an isotropic colloidal system the ensemble
averageŝ P4(bBD)& and ^P2(bBD)& in Eq. ~29! vanish, so
the final expression for the anisotropy simplifies to

r ~ t !55r 0^P2~bBD
t !P2~bBD

0 !&, ~30!

wherer 0 is the initial anisotropy

r 05 2
5P2~bmAmB

!CDM< 2
5. ~31!

The correlation function̂ P2(VBD
t )P2(VBD

0 )&, correspond-
ing to the overall tumbling of the colloids, is the only time-

dependent contribution to the anisotropy decay on the
pFRAP time scale. According to the closure relation we have

^P2~bBD
t !P2~bBD

0 !&5^P2~D̂~ t !•D̂~0!!&, ~32!

where the quantityD̂(t)•D̂(0) is the cosine of the angle
through which the particle turns in a timet. The functional
form of the correlation function depends on the reorienta-
tional process. Here, we will recall only the simple case of
rotational diffusion of noninteracting, identical spherical
Brownian particles, which was first treated by Debye.26

The reorientation of a spherical Brownian particle is
equivalent to a two-dimensional random walk of the end
point of D̂(t) on the surface of a unit sphere. If the particle
undergoes many collisions with solvent molecules before it
reorients through an appreciable angle, the probability
P(D̂,t)dD̂ for finding a particle with orientationD̂ at timet
obeys the Debye equation26

]

]t
P~D̂,t !5D0

r
“v

2 P~D̂,t !, ~33!

where“v
2 is the angular part of the Laplace operator“

2.
The formal solution of the Debye equation is the conditional
pdf, P(D̂,tuD̂0,0)5exp(tD0

r
“v

2)P(D̂,0). This pdf corresponds
to the probability that the orientation isD̂ at timet given the
initial condition P(D̂,t50)5d(D̂2D̂0) that it was D̂0 at
time t50, with d the Dirac delta function.1 Using the or-
thogonality of spherical harmonics with different indices on
the unit sphere and the eigenvalues of the operator
¹v

2 Y,m(û)52,(,11)Y,m(û), one finds
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P~ û,tuû0,0!5(
,,m

Y,m~ û0!Y,m* ~ û!exp@2,~,11!D0
r t#.

~34!

In the limit t→` the pdf for an equilibrium ensemble with a
uniform distribution of particle orientations is the equili-
brium pdf, Peq(û)5Y00(û0)Y00* (û)51/4p. Recalling that
r (t)52P2(bmAmB

)CDM^P2(bBD
t )P2(bBD

0 )& for pFRAP, we
have the special case,52, m50. From the Debye model one
can obtain an expression for the orientational correlation
function ^P2(bBD

t )P2(bBD
0 )& by taking the average over the

joint probability distribution P(û,t;û0,0)
5P(û0)P(û,tuû0,0), with P(û0)51/4p, and using the rela-
tion between spherical harmonics and the Legendre polyno-
mials,Y,0(v)5A(2,11)/4pP,(q). Since

^P2~ û0!P2~ û~ t !!&5^P2~ û0•û~ t !!&5 1
5exp@26D0

r t#,
~35!

the pFRAP anisotropy decay for noninteracting spherical
particles reads

r ~ t !55r 0^P2~D̂~0!•D̂~ t !!&5r 0 exp~26D0
r t !, ~36!

whereD0
r is the Stokes–Einstein–Debye rotational diffusion

coefficient specified in Eq.~1!. When particle interactions are
non-negligible, the decay is slower and generally nonexpo-
nential. In the case of nonspherical particles without symme-
try the correlation function is more complicated, being a sum
of up to five exponentials.27

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Instrumental setup

A schematic depiction of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 3. The pFRAP measurements were performed
in a temperature-controlled room at 23 °C. The bleach pulses

with a duration of 5 ns are produced by a frequency-doubled
Nd-YAG laser ~Continuum MiniLite II! with wavelength
lB5532 nm and a maximum repetition rate of 10 Hz. The
probe beam is produced by a cw Ar–ion laser~Spectra Phys-
ics 2000! with wavelengthlA5514.5 nm. BothlB and lA

are close to the absorption maximum of rhodamine isothio-
cyanate~RITC!, which is around 560 nm in a silica matrix,28

and of EosinITC, which is around 530 nm in a silica matrix.4

The bleach laser has a vertical polarization~b50°!. The
bleach polarization direction is turned over 45° by a first-
order half-wave retardation plate~labeled l/2 in Fig. 3;
Melles-Griot 02WRQ027 for 532 nm!, and further optimized
with a Glan-Taylor polarizer~labeled P2 in Fig. 3!. The
bleach beam is directed onto the sample via two mirrors
labeled M1 and M2. Mirror M2 is a nonpolarizing broadband
beam splitter ~OptoSigma 038-0570! with approximately
equal reflected and transmitted beams. A reflection of the
transmitted beam is directed onto a photodiode, which is
used to trigger the oscilloscope~see below!. The probe beam
is initially vertically polarized~b50°!. The polarization di-
rection is first optimized with a sheet polarizer~labeled P1!.
Next, circularly polarized light is created with a quarter-
wave retardation plate ~labeled l/4; Melles-Griot
02WRM005 centered at 550 nm!. With a thin ~0.75 mm!
rotatable sheet polarizer~labeled P3; OptoSigma 069-1105
with extinction ratio 104) the probe polarization directionÂ
is switched betweenb5645°. The polarizer is set in a dc-
servo motor driven high-speed rotation stage~Newport
PR50CC! with accuracy 0.1°, wobble 100mrad, and a con-
tinuous travel range of 360°.

Both the probe and bleach beam are focused to a small
spot size within the sample using a fused silica singlet best
form laser lens~labeled L1; Melles-Griot with antireflection
V-coating! with an effective focal length of 38.1 mm at a
wavelength of 532 nm. The spot diameterw0 is 62 mm for

FIG. 3. Schematic depiction of the
FRAP setup. Details are explained in
the text. Bleach pulses are produced
by a Nd-YAG laser and the probe
beam originates from an Ar laser. The
abbreviationsl/2 andl/4 denote half-
lamda and quarter-lamda platelets; P2
is a Glan-Taylor polarizer; P1, P3, and
P4 are sheet polarizers; M1 and M2
are mirrors; L1 and L2 are lenses; A1
and A2 are pinholes, and ND is a neu-
tral density filter. The fluorescence sig-
nal is detected with a photomultiplier
~PMT!, which is protected from scat-
tered and fluorescent light during the
bleach pulse with a computer-
controlled shutter.
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the bleach beam and 18mm for the probe beam. The depth of
focus, i.e., the distance from the focus where the beam di-
ameterw51.05w0 , is 130mm for the probe beam and 260
mm for the bleach beam. These conditions ensure that the
probe beam falls within the bleach beam, avoiding back-
ground fluorescence from unbleached areas. Special precau-
tions were taken during the alignment procedure to make the
bleaching and reading beams collinear, by using diffraction
patterns generated by a 50mm pinhole at the sample posi-
tion. The position of the lens L1 from the sample is opti-
mized to maximize the bleach depth while at the same time
taking care that the cuvette is not damaged by the bleach
pulse. The typical bleach energy, which can be controlled
with an attenuator built in the Nd-YAG laser, was between
0.3 and 1.4 mJ per pulse, as measured with a laser power
meter ~Ophir Optronics, 3A-P-CAL-SH! placed directly in
front of the sample. This corresponds to a peak power of
about 200 kW and an intensity of 6.2•1027 photons/cm2

•s.
The probe beam intensity is regulated with a neutral-density
filter ~ND in Fig. 3!. Probe powers between 0.04 and 0.3 mW
can be used before bleaching due to the probe beam sets in.

The dilute colloidal tracer suspensions were contained in
rectangular borosilicate glass vials~Vitrocom CS103! of op-
tical thickness 333 mm and length 48 mm. The fluorescent
light is detected at right angles to the incident beams,
through a sheet polarizer~labeled P4!, set at an angle
b535.3°; see Fig. 2. P4 is actually a component of the fast
ferro liquid crystal~FLC! shutter~see below!. The fluores-
cent light is focused onto the PMT~Products For Research,
cooled with Peltier to reduce dark current! using a lens~la-
beled L2!. A 607.11 nm bandpass filter~Andover, 600FS40-
50; peak transmission 68.2%, FWHM540 nm! is used to
remove scattered excitation light. Additionally, the PMT is
protected from scattered light and the luminescence burst
excited by the intense bleach pulse by a computer-controlled
combination of an electronic gating circuit,4,5 a fast FLC
shutter~Displaytech LV2500AC with Displaytech DR95FLC
driver!, and a mechanical shutter~Uniblitz VS25S1T0 with
VMM-T1 driver/timer!. The mechanical shutter is used only
in experiments where the sample time exceeds 10 ms. For
faster measurements the FLC shutter is used, which consists
of a uniaxial birefringent FLC layer between two crossed
sheet polarizers. The optical axis of the FLC layer can be
electrically switched between two orientations with respect
to the first polarizer, namely parallel~closed state! or at 45°
~open state!. In the open state the FLC layer functions as a
half-wave retarder. The shutter has a center wavelength of
550 nm at room temperature, an open shutter transmission of
56%, and a contrast between open/closed transmission of
more than 103. As shown in Fig. 4, the delay time~for a
change from 0 to 10% of the final value! is ;15 ms and the
rise time~for a change from 10 to 90% of the final value! is
ca. 55ms. This leads to a total dead time of 70ms for a
pFRAP experiment.

The detected signal from the PMT is amplified with a
large dynamic range amplifier~Melles-Griot, 13AMP003!
and fed to a digital oscilloscope~LeCroy LT322!. A personal
computer is used for data collection and controls the timing

of the experiment, through a National Instruments I/O timer
card ~PC-TIO-10!. The translation and rotation stages are
controlled via a two-axis integrated controller/driver~New-
port Universal Motion Controller ESP300-11N11N, travel of
100 mm, resolution of 1mm!.

B. Data acquisition

To achieve sufficient statistical accuracy, each measure-
ment consisted of several sequences of alternately measuring
the fluorescence intensityI i(t), for parallel probe and bleach
polarizations, andI'(t), for mutually perpendicular probe
and bleach polarizations. To accomplish this without waiting
for translational diffusion to restore fluorescence to its preb-
leach value, we used the dc-servo driven translation stage to
move the sample down to fresh unbleached spots before each
bleaching flash over distances of 150mm or more. Typically
the probe polarization was switched 16 to 32 times and 4 to
32 sweeps were taken each time, giving a total of at least 128
runs per experiment. The rotational diffusion time sets the
minimum experimental time per run.

C. Sample preparation and characterization

Silica tracer particles were covalently labeled with either
rhodamine B 5-isothiocyanate~RITC!, following Verhaegh
et al.,28 or with eosin 5-isothiocyanate~EosinITC, following
Lettingaet al.5,6 Typical dye contents are 1 dye per~8 nm!3

to ~13 nm!3 for RITC labeled particles and 1 dye per~10.5
nm!3 for EosinITC labeled particles. RITC has its excitation
maximum around 560 nm and its emission maximum around
580 nm,28 while EosinITC has its excitation maximum
around 530 nm and its emission maximum around 550 nm.5

Typical extinction coefficients are 2.2•104 M21
•cm21 at 560

nm (1.0•104 M21
•cm21 at 532 nm! for the RITC labeled

particles28 and 7.8•104 M21
•cm21 at 530 nm for the Eosin-

ITC particles.4,5 All particles consisted of a fluorescent core
and a shell of bare silica in order to screen interactions be-
tween dye molecules on the surface of the colloid and its
environment. In the case of the particles labeled SiSol the
total radius was even twice the radius of the fluorescent
core.28 The tracers were dispersed by repeated sedimentation
and redispersion in various solvents, including ethanol, wa-
ter, N,N-dimethylformamide ~DMF!, dimethylsulfoxide

FIG. 4. The switching rate of the FLC shutter is monitored by opening the
shutter using a constant probe intensity. The fluorescence intensityI (t) re-
veals a delay time of;15 ms and a rise time~for a change from 10% to 90%
of the final value! of 55 ms.
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~DMSO!, and a refractive-index matching mixture6 of
DMSO and DMF~3:2 v/v!. Rotational diffusion coefficients
D0

r of noninteracting tracers were obtained by diluting the
tracer dispersions to volume percentages of 0.01%–0.1%, or
a fluorophore concentration of around 0.3 to 3mM.

The bacteriophage fd is a rod-like molecule with a con-
tour length ofL5880 nm, a diameter ofDbarc56.6 nm, a
persistence length ofP52200 nm, a molecular weight of
M51.643107 g/mol, and a charge density of 10 e/nm in
water at pH58.1.29 The fd virus was grown and purified
following standard biological protocols,30 using the XL 1
blue strain ofE. coli as the host bacteria. The standard yield
is ca. 50 mg of fd per liter of infected bacteria, and virus is
typically grown in 6-liter batches. The virus particles were
purified by repeated centrifugation~10 8000 g for 5 h! and
finally redispersed in a 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer atpH 8.15
with 100 mM NaCl to screen the electrostatic interactions.

D. Heating by bleach pulse

A bleach pulse will locally heat the sample because of
light absorption by the fluorophores. The temperature rise,
DT, at the position of maximum light intensity is bounded
above by the expression10

DT5
9.2«CP

w0
2pcpr

Dt, ~37!

whereDt is the length of the bleach pulse with powerP, cp

is the specific heat of the sample,r is the solution density,«
represents the extinction coefficient of the dye,C is the fluo-
rophore concentration, andw0 is the beam waist of the
Gaussian intensity profile of the laser. For an experiment on
RITC labeled particles at high tracer concentrations~3 mM
dye! and high bleaching power~1 mJ laser pulse of 5 ns with
a spot diameterw0 of 62 mm! the local temperature rise will
be at most 1.4 °C, taking for the thermal parameters values
for amorphous silica.31 Equation ~37! was derived solving
the inhomogeneous diffusion equation of heat, using two ap-
proximations, both resulting in an overestimate of the maxi-
mal bleach-induced temperature increase: the increase in
temperature is constant in time, though it is highest at short
times; all absorbed photons contribute to the heat production,
which means an effective fluorescence quantum yield of
zero. One has to consider that all heat is produced within the
colloidal particle, so that temperature increase of the sur-
rounding solvent will be even lower. In order to significantly
affect the local environment one needs higher extinction co-
efficients, no fluorescence, and higher laser intensities.

IV. APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION

A. pFRAP on rhodamine-labeled colloidal spheres

A typical example of a pFRAP measurement on
rhodamine-labeled colloidal silica spheres is shown in Fig. 5.
The sample consisted of SiSol particles (aT5230 nm) at a
volume fraction of 0.1%, dispersed in DMF. Figure 5~A!
displays the time-dependent fluorescence intensities for

probe beam polarizations parallel@ I i(t)# and perpendicular
@ I'(t)# to the bleach polarization. Figure 5~B! shows the
corresponding bleach contrasts

DI i ,'~ t !5
DI i ,'~ t !

I i ,'~2 !
5

I i ,'~ t !2I i ,'~2 !

I i ,'~2 !
, ~38!

normalized by the prebleach fluorescence,I i ,'(2). As seen,
ca. 20% of the probe molecules were bleached. Immediately
after photobleaching (t50), the magnitude of the parallel
bleach contrastDI i8(0) exceeds that of the perpendicular
bleach contrastDI'8 (0), because probe molecules with ab-
sorption dipoles parallel to the bleach polarization have been
bleached preferentially. In time, rotational Brownian motion
of the colloids randomizes the transition dipoles and identi-
cal signals are again obtained from both polarizations of the
reading beam. Figure 5~C! shows that the anisotropyr (t)
decays single exponentially to zero with a characteristic de-
cay time of 10.260.2 ms, giving a rotational diffusion coef-
ficient D0

r 516 s21. The initial anisotropyr 0(t) is about 0.1,
similar to values reported for colloids with adsorbed dye
molecules11 and for fluorescent molecules in glass-forming
liquids.16

Figure 5~D! shows the recovery of the total bleach con-
trast,DI tot8 (t), which contains a slow and a fast recovery. The
fast recovery presumably originates from reversibly pho-
tobleached molecules in the triplet state returning to the
ground state. The slow recovery likely has a contribution of

FIG. 5. Photobleaching measurement of the rotational diffusion of
rhodamine-labeled SiSol particles (aT5230 nm, volume fraction of 0.1%!
in DMF. Curves are averages over 128 runs measured at different places in
the sample.~A! The fluorescence intensity induced by the probe beam is
shown as a function of time.~B! The normalized bleach contrast according
to Eq.~38!. ~C! The anisotropy, with the solid line denoting a best exponen-
tial fit. ~D! The total normalized bleach contrast.
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exchange diffusion of bleached particles within the hole and
unbleached particles from outside the hole. The fluorescence
recovery due to translational diffusion is, however, very
small on the experimental time scale, supporting the assump-
tion made in Sec. II that translational diffusion has a negli-
gible contribution to the fluorescence recovery.

B. Influence of bleach intensity

The optimum choice for the probe and bleach power is
found by considering several effects. We characterize these
effects for our setup by varying the bleach and probe inten-
sity. When thebleach intensityis too low, the ratio of the
signal, due to the bleach, and the noise, due to the fluctuation
in the fluorescence intensity, will be low. This can be seen in
Fig. 6~A!, where thex2 error of a single-exponential decay
fit is plotted against the bleach intensity. At too-low bleach
intensities, also the region where the dye molecules are ef-
fectively bleached will be smaller, because of the Gaussian
profile of the bleaching beam. Thus, the probe area will be
effectively larger than the bleached area, resulting in extra
fluorescence that is independent of the polarization of the
excitation beam. This leads to a lower contrast between the
parallel and perpendicular signal and a reduced initial aniso-
tropy, r 0 . This is illustrated in Fig. 6~B!, where the anisot-
ropy att50 is seen to increase initially with bleach intensity.

However, there are limitations to the increase of the laser
intensities.Too-high bleach intensitiesmay lead to lower
anisotropies when the bleach significantly depletes the popu-
lation of ground-state molecules@see Fig. 6~B!#.20 This effect
is also apparent in the bleach intensity dependence of the
bleach depth. The bleach depth is linearly dependent on the
bleach intensity up to about 1.5 mJ; see Fig. 6~C!. This con-
firms that we are in the range of shallow bleaches (K51) till
about 1.5 mJ/pulse, where Eq.~6c! is valid. For higher
bleach intensities, the dependence of the bleach depth on the
bleach intensity flattens, because the ensemble of bleached
molecules is saturated. Too-high bleach intensities may also
lead to local heating of the solvent. This effect is expected to
induce artificially fast rotational diffusion.11 However, the
measured diffusion coefficients remain constant over the
whole range of bleach intensities; see Fig. 6~D!, implying
that local heating does not affect the viscosity in the range
studied.

For the sample discussed above~SiSol in DMF!, the
optimum bleach intensity is clearly around 1.0 mJ. However,
the bleaching efficiency will be reduced when there is a re-
fractive index mismatch between colloid and solvent. If the
laser light does not fully penetrate the particle because it is
scattered at the particle surface, the effective bleach intensity
is reduced and the extinction coefficient of the labeled col-
loid effectively decreases. Thus, the bleach intensity needs to
be optimized for each combination of tracer particle and sol-
vent. Due to refractive index mismatching effects the initial
anisotropyr 0 ranges from 0.05 for solvents which are not
well matched with silica, in this case ethanol, to 0.182 for the
optically matching mixture of DMSO and DMF~3:2 v/v!.
For particles in water, typical initial anisotropies around 0.1
are found. We note that the phosphorescence lifetime of
eosin-labeled silica colloids in water is strongly reduced due
to quenching of the excited state, which severely reduces the
applicability of TPA to aqueous systems.5

A special feature of our experimental setup is that we use
a short laser pulse to bleach the sample. Unlike Axelrod
et al.,13 who used pulses that were ten times shorter, we find
a ‘‘classical’’ linear dependence of the bleach depth on the
bleach intensity, suggesting a single photon bleaching pro-
cess. It is, however, remarkable that we use about ten times
higher bleach intensities to achieve roughly the same bleach
depth. A possible reason for the relatively high bleach inten-
sity may be that the laser beam does not fully penetrate the
colloid because it is refracted at the surface. Furthermore, the
enhancement of bleaching due to the presence of oxygen is
small in the case of our silica spheres since diffusion of
oxygen inside the colloids is strongly restricted.5

C. pFRAP on eosin-labeled colloidal particles

Figure 7 shows typical pFRAP measurements on eosin-
labeled particles dispersed in an optically matching solvent
mixture of DMF and DMSO~2:3 v/v!. In the following we
compare the results with TPA measurements performed on
the same system, and pFRAP measurements on rhodamine-
labeled SiSol particles, performed under identical conditions.

The bleach depth for eosin-labeled particles is consider-
able @Fig. 7~A!#, in spite of the low bleach intensity of 0.25

FIG. 6. Effect of bleach intensity on pFRAP measurements performed with
the position of the focus at 1.0 mm from the center of the cuvette, containing
RITC-labeled SiSol particles (aT5230 nm, volume fraction 0.1%! in DMF.
~A! The x2 of the fit of the anisotropy curve decreases with increasing
bleach power.~B! The initial anisotropyr 0 first increases with increasing
bleach intensity, due to an increasing effective bleach area, and then de-
creases due to the saturation effect.~C! The total normalized bleach contrast
initially depends linearly on the bleach intensity, as assumed in Eq. 6~C!, but
then flattens, again due to saturation. The solid line is a linear fit to the first
points. ~D! The rotational diffusion time does not depend on the bleach
intensity in the studied range, so the effect of local heating is negligible.
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mJ-pulse. Interestingly, this deep bleach does not result in a
high initial anisotropyr 0 @Fig. 7~B!#. Like for rhodamine-
labeled particles, a significant contribution to the decay of
the total bleach contrastDI tot is due to reversible bleaching
@cf. Fig. 5~D!#. The difference between the two dyes is, how-
ever, that for rhodamine the reversible photobleaching pro-
cess is radiation-less, whereas for eosin~and in general for
all molecules with a high intersystem crossing rate! there is a
relatively high probability that relaxation to the ground state
occurs via delayed fluorescence or phosphorescence. The re-
population of the ground state due to aradiation-lessdecay
does not affect the anisotropy. The repopulation due tode-
layed fluorescence and phosphorescence, however, results in
additional luminescence that is independent of the polariza-
tion of the excitation beam. As a result, delayed lumines-
cence causes a blurring of the bleach signal and lowering of
r 0 .

The difference between eosin and rhodamine-labeled
particles is most clearly demonstrated in Fig. 7~C!, where the
fluorescence signal was detected while the probe beam was
blocked. For the rhodamine-labeled particles there is no sig-
nal, whereas for the eosin-labeled particles there is a signal
with a decay time typical for a delayed luminescence
process.5 The relative contribution of the delayed lumines-
cence very much depends on the optical matching of the

tracer particles. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7~A!, where the
particles are optically matched, and Fig. 7~D!, where the par-
ticles are dispersed in poorly matching water. In water the
large delayed luminescence signal completely overwhelms
the bleaching signal. When the refractive index of the tracer
is not well matched to that of the solvent, the local laser light
intensity in the tracer will be low because the laser is re-
fracted at the surface. When the laser intensity is too low, the
dye molecules will not be bleached but pumped into the
triplet state instead. For molecules like eosin, which show a
strong luminescence decay from the triplet state, this results
in a large increase in the luminescence intensity rather than
the expected decrease. This effect does not play a role for
molecules that do not show delayed luminescence, like
rhodamine.

In Fig. 7~B! we also plot the anisotropy decay as mea-
sured by TPA, which allows a direct comparison with the
pFRAP results. As can be seen, the TPA measurement is far
less noisy and the starting anisotropy is significantly higher.
The hydrodynamic radius as determined with TPA gives 67.2
60.6 nm, while we find 7564 nm with pFRAP. Considering
the fact that eosin is not a suitable probe for pFRAP, the
correspondence is satisfactory. Moreover, we have shown
with this comparison that the TPA and pFRAP time windows
overlap.

D. Time scales accessible with pFRAP

Figure 8 demonstrates that pFRAP can access a large
range of diffusion time scales. Hydrodynamic particle radii
apFRAPmeasured with pFRAP are plotted as a function of the
bare particle radiiaTEM , determined by image analysis of
TEM micrographs. The pFRAP radii are generally signifi-
cantly larger than the bare TEM radii. This is also observed
for hydrodynamic radiiaDLS following from translational
diffusion coefficients of silica colloids measured with DLS.6

TEM radii are generally 5% to 10% smaller than the actual
particle radii due to shrinkage of the particles in the electron
beam. Additionally, hydrodynamic radii are often larger than
the actual radii due to solvation effects, which are especially

FIG. 7. pFRAP measurement on eosin-labeled particles (aT572 nm) dis-
persed in DMF/DMSO 2:3 v/v and rhodamine-labeled SiSol particles (aT

5230 nm) in DMF, both at a volume fraction of 0.1%. The bleach intensity
was 0.25 mJ per pulse.~A! The total normalized bleach contrast for eosin
~dotted line! and rhodamine~solid line! particles.~B! The anisotropy for
eosin ~open symbols! and rhodamine~solid symbols! labeled particles as
measured with pFRAP, and of eosin~solid line! as measured with TPA.~C!
As in ~A! but with the probe beam blocked.~D! The total fluorescence
intensity for eosin particles in water~solid line! and dispersed in DMF/
DMSO 2:3 v/v~dotted line!, showing the important contribution of delayed
luminescence when the optical mismatch is large.

FIG. 8. The hydrodynamic particle radius as determined by pFRAP~closed
symbols! plotted versus the bare particle radius, measured with TEM. The
pFRAP measurements were performed on rhodamine labeled tracers and on
one eosin labeled tracer~smallest radius! dispersed in pure DMF or in DMF/
DMSO. Open symbols show corresponding rotational diffusion times,t r .
The solid line is a linear fit showing that the radius as determined with TEM
is always a constant factor smaller than the radius as determined with
pFRAP.
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important in the solvents DMF and DMSO.6,7 Taking these
effects into account, the overall agreement betweenapFRAP

andaTEM is quite good.
The range of time scales accessible with pFRAP is even

wider than indicated in Fig. 8, where the rotational diffusion
times range between 0.4 and 180 ms. The lower limit to the
accessible time scales is set by the shutter, which has a dead
time of 55 ms ~see Fig. 4!. For faster decays, TPA can be
used, where one can go down to the microsecond range.5 The
upper limit to the accessible time scales is more difficult to
define and is probably set by the fact that eventually the
probe beam will bleach the particles in the probed area. Un-
like TPA, pFRAP can be used to measure slow rotational
diffusion processes, such as diffusion of tracer spheres in
concentrated dispersions of colloidal host particles.

By way of an example, Fig. 9 shows orientational relax-
ation of rhodamine-labeled SiSol particles (aTEM5230 nm,
t0

r 50.21 s) in a concentrated dispersion of fd virus rods in a
Tris-HCl buffer with 100 mM NaCl. The fd concentration is
4.5 mg/ml, which is about 100 times the overlap concentra-
tion. The rotational diffusion time in the fd dispersion is 60
times larger than at infinite dilution~0.21 versus 12 s!. This
experiment shows that we can study the influence of a host
matrix on the rotational diffusion of immersed tracer spheres
over a wide range of host particles concentrations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown experimentally and theo-
retically that pFRAP allows measurements of very slow~up
to seconds! rotational diffusion processes in colloidal sus-
pensions. An anisotropic distribution of unbleached ground-
state fluorophores is created by a strong polarized bleach
pulse~‘‘ pump’’ ! and the orientational relaxation is probed by
a much attenuated polarized excitation beam~‘‘ probe’’ !. Our
setup allows measurement of rotational diffusion times from
tens of seconds down to tens of microseconds, since we use
a pulsed laser and a very fast shutter in front of the detector.
FRAP is very sensitive to low fluorescence intensities and
therefore requires only small tracer concentrations. Unlike
TPA, FRAP is a destructive technique since it irreversibly
destroys the fluorescent molecules within the illuminated
volume. The main advantage of pFRAP over TPA is that

pFRAP probes the relaxation of an anisotropic ground-state
population, while TPA probes excited state molecules. While
TPA is limited to a few milliseconds owing to the limited
triplet state lifetime, pFRAP allows measurement of recovery
dynamics over indefinitely long times owing to the irrever-
sible nature of the photobleaching reaction.
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